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New Sudden Fiction Short Stories
Resistance is futile.
Hoist by her own Picard
His plot-driven thrillers have seen him sell more books than Tolkien, and he has even co-written fiction with the former president. But it’s readers of the future he wants to enthral ...
‘Bill and I got pretty friendly’: James Patterson on writing with Clinton and clashing with Trump
Some of the best avoid the sinister and instead focus on the heartwarming pleasures of unexpected relationships. “Truth at Play” describes a new closeness between a young boy and his invalid ...
Some slices of life and small epiphanies
Science fiction is full of cities imagined from the ground up, but an author who writes about a real place has to engage with real cultures and real histories. It takes a special ...
Politics and the pandemic have changed how we imagine cities
I was snatched out of virtual oblivion and thrust into sudden prominence ... Late parties could not offend them seriously. Nothing short of demolition bomb seemed to bother my neighbors.
The Catastrophe of Success
The best short stories are the ones that conjure whole worlds in the span of just a few pages. By that measure, and many others, writer Claire Rudy Foster's “The Rain Artist” is something to behold.
"What If Rain Was a Rare Commodity?" An Original Short Story
It shouldn’t come as a surprise that the genre of climate change fiction is booming ... Thoreau” by The New Yorker, VanderMeer can do better. Sentences in the novel are often short, abrupt or ...
‘Hummingbird Salamander’ is a hollow environmental thriller
At the Milwaukee high school where she teaches physics, Elin, the protagonist of Krista Foss’s new novel ... for the Journey Prize for her short fiction. Her previous novel, Smoke River ...
Half Life traces family complexities for a Milwaukee physics teacher
On August 3, Ecco will carry out a normally joyous task with a heavy heart: the publication of a hotly anticipated debut story collection by a burgeoning author whom the New York Times described ...
Honoring Anthony Veasna So—with His Own Work and a New Award
Dede Crane is a writer living on Gabriola Island, B.C. (Josh Davidson) Dede Crane is the author of five books of fiction and ... the Glimmer Train Short Story Award for New Writers.
Meet the 2021 CBC Short Story Prize readers
Nomadland,' Chloé Zhao's Oscar-winning ode to independence and isolation, became an anthem for the dysphoria of 2020.
Critic's Notebook: How 'Nomadland' Became the Film of Our Moment
With 10 years at The Book Review, Paul talks about what got her there, forced discomfort and the current worth of literary criticism.
Media People: Pamela Paul of The New York Times Book Review
NBN Cos latest pricing proposal shows its negotiations with telcos and retail providers had been a waste of time, according to executives of Telstra, Optus and TPG who have all hit out at the ...
‘NBN has ignored us’
By David Means FIRST PERSON SINGULAR Stories By Haruki Murakami Translated by Philip Gabriel All fiction is magic ... 1949 amid wreckage and a sudden infusion of new cultures, or a larger ...
Eight Ways of Looking at Haruki Murakami
DeLillo’s fiction ... new novel’s exposure of our techno-addled tendencies as so much octogenarian literary ranting. Likewise, compared with his prior work, including his recent series of ...
Review: What if all of our screens suddenly went dark?
It was a haunting photograph, one that would leave a lasting impression in theatre director Christopher Ling’s mind. The image by Swedish photographer Magnus Wennman featured two bed-ridden teenage ...
First theatre play at new venue PJPac tackles climate change and social isolation
Over the past few months several hundred million people around the world have safely received a wildly effective COVID-19 vaccine based on mRNA technology that was still relatively experimental just ...
The mRNA revolution: How COVID-19 hit fast-forward on an experimental technology
The LP's eleven tracks include nine songs penned by Korby, a reading of an original short story and an ... He plans to continue to write new music, new fiction, and film new episodes of Morse ...
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